2019-2022 English Department Faculty Publications

- **Marcus Wicker**, "Funky Thurible, Turned Septic" *Copper Nickel*, Issue 34, Spring 2022.
- **Marcus Wicker**, "ATLien Considers Neighborhood as a Conditional Concept", "INTP ENFP INFJ WTF, Mat. Please/Don't @ Me" *BOMB*, Issue 157, Fall 2021.
- **Eric Schlich**, “My Beautiful Bearded Wife,” won the 2021 American Short(er) Fiction Prize, judged by Susan Steinberg and will be published in the upcoming issue of *American Short Fiction.*


• **Emily Skaja**, “Four Hawks,” was anthologized (reprinted) in *Shining Rock Poetry Anthology*. 2021.


• **Marcus Wicker**, "Poem for an Election Year" *Oxford American*, Issue 109/110, Summer/Fall 2020


• **Scott Sundvall**, "Everything is (not so) Terrible! Heuristic Glitchicism as a Method for Electrate (Re)composing." *Computers and Composition* 56. 2020.


• **Terrence Tucker**, "'Where I Come From It's Like This' The African American Lens and the Critical Role of the Local South in Teaching Social Justice." *Special Issue on Southern Studies, Pedagogy, and Activism, South: A Scholarly Journal* 50.2. 2019.


• **Kathy Lou Schultz**, "Separation and Self-Assembly." (from *Mother(g)ood*), *Bombay Gin*. (Naropa University), No. 45. Summer 2019.


### 2022 Department of English Faculty Award Winners

- **Mark Mayer**- Faculty Research Grant, College of Arts and Sciences
- **Mark Mayer**- Scholar of Note, American Library in Paris
- **Liz Lane**- College of Arts and Sciences Early Career Research Award
- **Cristina Maria Cervone**- Distinguished Research Award in the Humanities for the College of Arts and Sciences 2021-2022
- **Kathy Lou Schultz**- MOCH Catherine and Charles Freeburg Fellowship for 2023
- **Marcus Wicker**- Faculty Research Grant, College of Arts and Sciences
- **Marcus Wicker**- First Horizon Foundation Distinguished Professor, 2022-2025
- **Donal Harris**- Department of English Orgill Chair, 2022-2025
- **Darryl Domingo**- Freeburg Faculty Fellowship
- **Liz Lane**- Benjamin Hooks Institute Academic Research Fellow
- **Scott Sundvall**- Early Career Research Award, Michael K. Harless Faculty Excellence Award
- **Katie Fredlund**- Honorable Mention, Winifred Bryan Horner Outstanding Book Award